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This invention relates to divin a paratus, 
‘ and more particularly to a 'vmg gear 
adapted to be worn by a diver for use in 

‘ relatively shallow water where an expen 
5,‘ sive, heavy, deep-water diving suit, would’ 

be impracticable. ‘ 
One object of this invention is to provide 

a diving apparatus of the above nature in 
which no ?oat is needed to maintain the 

'10, upper end of the air tube above the surface 
of the water, the entire apparatus being car 
ried by the diver." v _ 
A further object is to provide an appa 

ratus of the above nature having a‘ rigid 
1'5 air tube which is adapted to remain vertical 

irrespective of whether the submerged diver 
is walking in an erect position or is lying 

' or SWiIIImJDg horizontally. 
A further object is to provide a diving 

2° apparatus of the above nature having safety 
means for preventing water from entering 
the top of the air tube in case the latter 
should become accidentally submerged. 
A further object is to provide a diving 

25 apparatus of the above nature having a drip 
rece tacle connected to the mouthpiece for 
receiving condensed moisture from the diver’s 
breath and any water which may leak into 

‘ the apparatus. 
30 A further object is to provide a diving 

‘apparatus of the above nature which will‘ 
be simple in construction, inexpensive to 
manufacture, easy to install and manipulate, 

5 compact, and very e?icient and durable in 
use. »_1 
With these and other ob'ects in view there 

has been illustrated on t e accompanying 
drawings one form in which the invention 
may be conveniently embodied in practice. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 represents a vertical sectional view 

of the improved diving ap aratus. 
Fig. 2 1s a side view 0 the same, partly 

in section, and partly broken away. 
45 Fig. 3 is a front view of the mouthpiece 

and the drip receptacle. _ ' , 
Fig. 4 is a side view, on a reduced scale, 

of the diving apparatus as it appears when 

40 

>worn by the submerged diver in an erect 
50. ,“walking” position. 

I Fig. 5 is. a view similar to Fig. 4 showing 
the appearance of the apparatus when the 
submerged diver is in a horizontal “swim 
ming” position. ' 

Referring now to the drawings in which 
like reference numerals denote correspond 
ing parts throu bout the several views, the 
numeral 10 in icates' ‘generally a rigid air 
tube which is adapted to remain vertical at 
all times. The air tube 10 comprises a air 
of concentric pipes 11 and 12 connecte at 
their upper ends as by rivets 13, as shown in 
Fig. 1. The pipe 11v serves as an intake for 
a supply of fresh air from above the surface 
of the water, ‘while the annular space between 
the pipes ‘10 and 11 serves as an exhaust 
passage for the air exhaled from the diver. 
In order to cause the top of the tube 10. to 

‘be automatically closed in case “the latter is 
accidentally submerged, provision is made of 
a safety valve comprising a lever 14 pivoted 
on a horizontal pin 15 mounted in a collar 
15a at the top of the outer tube 12, the inner 
end of said lever 14 having a circular clos 
ure member 16 adaptedto ?t over the end 
‘of the tube 10, the outer end of said lever 
14 being provided with a ?oat 17 formed of 
any suitable material which is lighter than 
water, such as cork. > 
The pipe 12 is connected at its bottom, 

as ‘by screw threads, to the upper-part of an 
intermediate chamber 18, which is adapted 
to surround the inner ‘intake pipe 11. The 
chamber 18 has a pair of depending rigid 
nipples 19 and 20 for receiving ?exible 
coupling members 21 and 22, the latter in 
turn bem adapted to detachably receive a 
pair of exible tubes 23 and 24, .such as 
rubber, . having interior coiled springs 25 
and 26 to prevent collapsing of said tubes 
under the water pressure. The outer ex_ 
tremities of the ?exible tubes 23 and 24 are 
adapted to detachably ?t over a pair of lat 
eral pipes 27 and 28 extending from the 
side of a helmet chamber 29 which is pref 
erably rectangular in shape, as shown in 
Fig. 3. 
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The inner end of ‘the pipe>27 is located '_ 
within the helmet chamber and is provided 
with a pivoted check valve disc 30 adapted to 
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open'inwardly into said helmet chamber for 
freel admitting fresh air thereinto when 
the iver inhales. The pipe 28 issimilarly 
provided adjacent its outer end with an 
outwardly-opening pivoted check valve disc 
31 adapted to open when the diver is ex 
haling. By means of the above‘ construction, 
it will be understood that the valve 30 will 
remain closed- when the valve 31 is open 
and vice versa, so that no admixture of 
fresh and exhaled air will be possible. 
In order to collect any moisture which 

may condense from the diver’s breath within 
a circular mouthpiece 32, or water which 
may leak into the air tubes or helmet cham 
ber 29, provision is made of a drip recep 
tacle 33, preferably rectangular in shape 
and having a pair of rigid strap members 
34 adapted to ?t over the diver’s belt 35. 
The drip receptacle 33 is connected, as by 
?exible hose pipes 36 and 37 to short pipes 
38 and 39 depending from the lateral in 
take pipe 27 and the bottom of the helmet 
chamber 29, respectively, as viewed in Figs. 
2 and 3. 
The mouthpiece 32 is adapted to be 

joined by any suitable air-tight connection 
to a ?exible helmet 40 constructed of any 
suitable sheet material shaped to ?t around 
the head of the diver. A pair of windows 
41 are provided in the up er forward por 
tion of said helmet 40 in Front of the posi 
tion of the diver’s eyes. 

In order to support the diving gear upon 
the diver’s body, provision is made of a 
U-shaped rod 42 adapted to be passed under 
the left arm of the diver immediately below 
the shoulder and supported in position with 
the arms vertical. The upper inner arm of 
the rod 42 is bent over at 43 andjournaled 
in a horizontal tube 44 mounted in the in 
terior of the intermediate chamber 18. By 
means of this construction, the tube 10 and 
the apparatus associated therewith is per 
mitted to pivot with respect to the Ueshaped 
rod 42 when the diver desires to change from 
erect to prone position, or vice versa. 
The U-shaped rod 42 is adapted to be 

fastened to the belt 35 of the diver as by a 
strap 45 connected to the curved base of said 
rod and said belt by looped extremities 46 
and 47, respectively. The rod 42 is also 
attached to the diver ,by means of a strap 
48 which encircles about three-quarters of 
the diver’s body, and is likewise provided 
with end loops 49 and 50 ?tted over. the arms 
of said rod 42. 
The rear end of the U-shaped rod 42 is 

connected by a thin resilient metal strip 51 
to a collar member 52 slidable on the out 
side of the pipe 12. The strip 51 serves to 
prevent the tube 10 from tipping out of 
vertical position when the diver is lying or 
swimming in the horizontal osition shown 
in Fig. 5. An adjustable xed collar 53 
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is also located on the tube 12 below the 
slidable collar 51 to limit .the downward 
motion of the latter. 

In order to hold the air tubelO vertical 
when the diver is standing erect or walking 
in a vertical osition,'provision is made of 
a vertical rod 54 detachably connected as 
by a clip member 55 to the inner arm of 
the U-shaped rod 42 and by a stri 56 to' 
‘a collar member 57 on the lower en of the 
pipe 12. 

- Operation 

I In operation, when the diver wishes to go 
beneath the surface of the water in an erect 
or vertical position, he will ?rst attach the 
apparatus upon his body in the position 
shown in Fig. 4 with the lower extremity of 
the rod 54 engaged in the clip 55. If-he de 
sires to lie or swim in a horizontal position, 
it will be merely necessary for him to dis 
engage the rod 54 from the clip 55 and bend 
his body’ down from the position shown in 
Fig. 4 to that shown in Fig. 5, the air tube 
10 being maintained in a vertical position 
at all times. 
In case the air tube 10 should accidentally 

become submerged, it will be understood 
that the ?oat 17 will automatically swing 
from the dotted to the full line position 
shown in Fig. 2 closing the tube 10 and re 
venting water from entering therein. he 
diver will then immediately elevate himself 
until the upper end of the tube is again 
above the water surface, whereupon the 
safety valve on the air tube will open and 
permit the diver to continue breathing. 
While there has been disclosed in this 

speci?cation one form in which the‘ inven 
tion may be embodied, it is to be under 
stood that this form is shown for the pur 
pose of illustration only, and that the in 
vention is not to be limited to the speci?c 
disclosure but may be modi?ed and em 
bodied in various other forms without de 
parting from its spirit. In short, the in 
vention includes all the modi?cations and 
embodiments coming within the scope of the 
following claims. 
Having thus fully described the inven 

tion, what is claimed as new and for which 
it is desired to secure Letters Patent is: 

1. In a diving apparatus, a helmet, a ver 
tical rigid tube for supplying air to said 
helmet, a ?exible connection between the 
bottom of said tube and said helmet to per 
mit the diverito stand erect or lie in a hori 
zontal position beneath the surface of the 
water, and means for attaching the lower 
end of said tube to said diver for permitting 
him to carry it about. 

2. In a diving apparatus for use in rela 
tivel shallow water, a helmet, a vertical 

tube adapted to extend above the sur 
face for supplying air to said hehnet, means 
for automatically closing the top of said 
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tube if it should accidentally move under. 
the surface of the water and thereby pre 
vent water from entering said helmet, and 
means for attaching the lower end of said 
tube to said diver for permitting him to 
carry it about. 

3. In a diving apparatus, a helmet, a 
vertical rigid portable tube for supplying 
air to said helmet, a ?exible connection be 
tween the bottom of said tube and said hel 
met to ermit the diver to stand erect or 
lie in a orizontal position beneath the sur 
face of the water, means to permit exhaled 
air to be exhausted from sa1d helmet, and 
means for attaching the lower end of said 
tube to said diver for permitting him to 
carry it about. 

4. In a diving apparatus for use in rela 
tivelfr shallow water, a ‘helmet, a vertical 
rigi portable tube for supplying air to said 
helmet, means for automatically closing the 
top of said tube if it should accidentally 
move under the surface of the waterand 
thereby prevent water from entering said 
helmet, means to ermit exhaled air to be 
exhausted from sa1d helmet, and means for 
attaching the lower end of said tube to said 
diver .for ermitting him to carry it‘ about. 

5. In a iving apparatus, a helmet, a ver 
tical rigid portable tube for supplying air 
to said helmet, and a ?exible connection be 
tween the bottom of said tube and said hel 
met to permit the diver to stand erect or lie‘ 
in a horizontal position beneath the surface 
of the water, said tube comprising an in 
terior air intake pipe and a concentric outer 
air exhaust pipe, and means for attaching 
said tube to said diver. 

6. In a diving a paratus, a helmet a ver 
tical ri id portab e tube for supplying air 
to said elmet, a ?exible connection between 
the bottom of said tube and said helmet to 
ermitthe diver to stand erect or lie in a 
orizontal position beneath the'surface of 

the water, an automatic valve mechanism to 
prevent admixture of the fresh and exhaled 
air, and means for attaching said tube to 
said diver. , 

7. In a diving apparatus, a helmet, a rigid 
vertical portab eltube for sup lyin 
said helmet, a support secured) to t e'body 
of the diver, said tube being pivoted‘ at its 
lower end to said support whereb the diver 
may stand erect or lie horizonta ywithout 
tipping the tube out of vertical position 
said tube extending upwardly from sai 
support to a point above the surface of the 
water. ‘ 

8. In a divin apparatus, a helmet, a rigid 
vertical portab e tube for supplying air to 
said helmet and adapted to extend above the 
water surface, a support secured to the body 
of the diver, said tube being pivoted at its 
lower end to said su ‘port whereb the diver 
may stand erect or e horizonta ly without 

air to y 
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tipping the tube out of vertical position, 
said support having means to detachabl 
hold said tube vertically when the diver is 
in either a horizontal or vertical position. 

9. In a diving apparatus, a helmet, a rigid 
vertical tube for supplying air to said hel 
met, a support secured to the body of the 
diver, said tube being pivoted at its lower’ 
end to said support whereby the diver may 
stand erect or lie horizontally without tip 
ping the tube out of vertical position, said 
tube having a depending extension, and said 
support having a clip for detachably en 
gaging said extension. 

10. Ina diving'apparatus, a helmet, a 
ri 'd vertical portable tube to be carried by 
a iver for supplying air to said helmet and 
adapted to extend above the water surface, 
a 'U-shaped support secured to the body of 
the diver, said tube being pivoted at its 
lower end to said ‘support whereby the diver 
may stand erect or lie horizontally without 
tipping the tube out of vertical position. 
_In testimony whereof, I have a?ixed my 

signature to this speci?cation. 
VINCENTY SZAMIER. 
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